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Abstract. The evolution of the actual labor market requires people to
perform long life learning activities. As people leave the formal education
system, the time and place to perform these activities varies according to
their private life. Therefore, traditional learning scenarios where students
are located in the same classroom as professors at the same time are not
the most suitable for people that have left the formal education system.
Distance learning programs enable students to carry out learning activi-
ties anytime anywhere. This article presents a chat tool that enables users
to center the discussion on an artifact; where the artifact can be a report,
a map, an image, a slide or any electronic document. During the discus-
sion, users exchange messages and documents. Messages are contextu-
alized using references to: previous messages, documents or document
fragments of text and images. These graphical references linking chat
messages to observations in the document improve the understanding of
messages, reduce the message composition time, enable participants to
focus on different threads of information at the same time and introduce
3 different types of context information into the message: temporal, con-
ceptual and observational; which are not available on traditional chats.

1 Introduction

The evolution of the actual labor market requires people to perform long life
learning activities. As people leave the formal education system, the time and
place to perform these activities varies according to their private life. Therefore,
traditional learning scenarios where students are located in the same classroom
as professors at the same time are not the most suitable for people that have
left the formal education system. Distance learning programs enable students to
carry out learning activities anytime anywhere.

Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) fosters the collabora-
tion among teachers and students to improve the learning experience. These
activities are traditionally carried out using Learning Management Systems
(LMS) [6], such as Moodle [14]. These systems provide many tools to carry out
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collaborative activities such as email, chats, forums, workshops, surveys, ques-
tionnaires, wiki, blogs, peer evaluation, slide presentations, videos, documents,
etc. These tools are an excellent option to carry out simple activities such as get-
ting answers to questions using forums and chats, making simple decisions using
surveys, presenting results in blogs, building a wiki to show findings, presenting
a subject of study using slides or videos, etc.

However, there is a gap between the formulation of the problem to solve
and the presentation of the conclusions of the work. This gap in the process is
filled with the analyses and discussions that leaded to the conclusions. These
tight-coupled activities are not well-supported by traditional LMS.

These activities involve students as well as teachers. For instance, suppose
a hypothetic scenario where teachers provide students with a video, or a set of
slides, containing the subject to learn. Then, students have a slot of time to
ask questions that are answered by teachers, or other students in a forum. Once
questions are answered, teachers ask students to write in groups research reports
to evaluate the knowledge acquired by students.

From the Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) perspective, the
presentation, question and answer, and writing report activities, are carried out
asynchronously. However, the process involving each of them can be performed
synchronously.

The presentation and question and answer sessions can be performed using
audio or video conference systems. They enable students to ask questions to
teachers during the presentation session instead of using a forum. Students have
the opportunity to ask questions, and teachers to answer them, in the context
in which the part of the subject requires extra explanation.

The writing research report group activities involve 3 phases: the learning
material review (slides, electronic books, notes, annotations, etc.), the selection
of findings to introduce into the reports, and the report authoring activities.

During the learning material review, students share questions and answers
that use the slides as the center of the discussion. Then, students discuss about
the findings to select them. Again, the discussion is centered on the documents
(HTML pages, notes, spreadsheets, slides, docs, book chapters, etc.) students
have found during the research process. During the learning material review and
the selection of findings phases, students employ different tools to exchange infor-
mation (i.e. chats, audio and video conferences, desktop sharing applications, on-
line document sharing tools, etc.) Finally, students compose the research report
based on the discussion carried out during the selection of findings phase using
on-line document editing tools or file sharing utilities.

This article presents a tool to improve the communication between teacher
and students where text documents, spreadsheets, slides and images, play an
important role during the conversation. This tool enriches messages with infor-
mation related to the context in which they were posted enabling users to recover
the context afterwards.

This article is organized as follows. Next section presents the motivation
for this work. Then, it defines the contextual chat conference tool functionality
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in terms of the user interface and the system architecture characteristics. After-
wards, it discusses the benefits of using this tool, and how this proposal improves
learning activities. Finally, it presents conclusions and future work.

2 Motivation

In face-to-face scenarios, students and teachers share information during learning
activity sessions. During these sessions, teachers share comments with students
using slides, geographical maps, mathematical function graphs, equations, block
diagrams, conceptual maps, etc. to expose subject contents. Besides, share com-
ments with their colleges using practice spreadsheet reports, annotations, book
chapters, etc. to fulfill teacher assignments The result of these activities usually
consists only of summaries of the discussion and the conclusions.

Therefore, a large amount of information is lost during the transition between
the discussion and the conclusion of the learning activity. This information could
be critical in future activities where they have to answer questions such as Why
did we discard this alternative? Why did we choose this one? Who proposed this
alternative? Who suggested this solution? As only the summary of the discussion
and conclusions where stored, it is difficult to backtrack in the discussion to
answer these questions.

In distance learning scenarios, discussions are carried out in different ways;
for instance, using conference phone calls, video conferences, and lately, personal
computer assisted conferences (i.e. Skype) where users do not have to be grouped
into a video conference room. The way teachers and students share information
varies according to the media they use to communicate.

2.1 Conference Phone Calls and Audio Conferences

In conference phone calls and audio conferences, documents are printed on paper
before the session.

The main problem regarding printed documents is setting the right document
in the conversation context because participants have to synchronize these doc-
uments “by hand”. For example, suppose that medical students are discussing
about the evolution of a patient by analyzing 3 clinical analyses. To comment a
set of values that are out of the normal range in a section of a report, they have
to explicitly include in the comment the context information about the section
of the report the comment is about.

This overhead of information may lead to misunderstandings. Suppose that a
student comments to a section of an analysis without mentioning to the analysis.
As the same section is present all reports, the rest of the students may link the
comment to sections of different analysis.

This situation becomes worst if students talk about different versions of
images, where the section (or region) to contextualize the comment is difficult
to describe.
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2.2 Video and Personal Computer Assisted Conferences

In video conferences and personal computer assisted conferences, the soft-
ware usually provides sharing mechanisms such as desktop sharing applications
(i.e. Microsoft NetMeeting [24]) or document sharing capabilities (i.e. Google
Docs [23]).

They provide participants with a synchronized view of the document that
is the subject of the conversation because all participants share the view of the
same artifact. However, participants dealing with different documents sharing
the same view have to deal with the “document overlapping” problem where
participant hide some documents to see other documents.

A compromise solution is achieved when combining document and desk-
top sharing applications. Participants use the document sharing application to
manipulate documents, and the desktop sharing application to show their con-
tributions to the rest of the participants. Although the “document overlapping”
problem is solved, and the information overhead decreases, this approach does
not provide participants with any mechanism to link document to comments.
For instance, following the clinical analyses example, the information about the
evolution of the levels located in different analyses cannot be explicitly linked to
a comment without introducing explicit contextual information.

Sometimes conclusions cannot be obtained in a single session; therefore, it is
important to record all the information during to continue with the discussion.
If the media to record the information is audio or video, the analysis and review
process of a conversation is not easy.

From a technological perspective, searching information on this type of media
is difficult. From a semantic point of view, it is not easy to discern between
information that is part of the focus of the conversation, from the information
that is part of the comment context.

Although it is possible to link video and audio resources to text comments at
specific times using voice recognition technologies, it is not easy to link videos to
external resources such as documents, images, graphs, etc. due to the separation
between the communication tool and the resource manipulation application.

2.3 Document Comment Tool

A potential solution to this problem lays on the use of comments provided by
the most of document sharing applications. Comments are an interesting alter-
native to support the exchange of information among session participants. The
main problem behind this approach is the lack of temporal context provided by
conversation.

Comments are attached to the structure of the document, instead of the
temporal development of the conversation. It is difficult to follow a conversation
from document comments, because the order in which comments are located is
defined by the structure of the document, instead of the time the comment was
created. This situation becomes worst when participants are dealing with more
than one document at the same time. Each document have its own structure.
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Another issue to take into account is the relationship between comments. In
forums, participants are able to link posts to other posts to represent a rela-
tionship between them. For instance, a participant posting a question usually
finds the answer to the question in a nested post. Therefore, during a meeting,
participants are able to refer comments that are related to other comments that
are not the actual subject of the conversation.

For instance, suppose that a group of medical students are discussing about
the set of symptoms affecting a patient that are linked to clinical analysis results.
At the beginning of the conversation, a student suggests a medical diagnostic
assay to diagnose the potential disease causing of these symptoms. To keep in
mind which symptoms the student is referring, the comment about the medical
diagnostic assay is linked the comment related to the symptoms. As the conver-
sation goes on, the patient exhibit new symptoms, and new alternatives about
the disease are taken into account. At the end of the discussion, students can
easily relate the assay to diagnose assay to the symptoms and then, relate the
assay to the clinical analysis results. Thus, comments have temporal and subject
contexts at the same time.

We summarize the analysis of the meeting scenarios as:

1. Lack of information regarding the learning activity process
2. Overhead of information related to the need to introduce context information

into comments
3. Difficulty in the analysis and review of conversations using audio and video

conferences
4. Lack of relationship on communication channels. While resources are man-

aged by document sharing applications; conversations are carried out using
conference systems

5. Lack of temporal awareness when using “the comment tool” on document
sharing applications during a conversation, due to the comment dependency
on the document structure

6. Observations cannot be easily related to other observations due to the lack
of a mechanism to support temporal and semantic linking at the same time.

This article presents a contextual chat conference tool that enables partici-
pants to create references to different parts of meeting documents to cope with
the problems mentioned in the previous paragraphs.

3 The Contextual Chat Conference Tool

The Contextual Chat Conference Tool (CCCT) is inspired by chat conference
applications that enable a set of participants to exchange text messages and
anchored conversations [4]. This proposal links messages to documents, frag-
ments of text, regions of images, mixed parts of a document including regions of
images and fragments of texts, and other messages.

The remaining of this section exposes the most relevant characteristics of the
CCCT user interface supporting the reference mechanism that links documents
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to messages. Besides, it describes the architectural characteristics of the system
used as a platform to support the exchange of messages as well as documents.

The CCCT employs a multi-user communication channel where all the infor-
mation is shared by all the chat participants that are connected to a channel or
chat room.

The information density of a channel of information defines the unit of infor-
mation (i.e. character, line, or message) chat participants exchange. The density
of the information that flows through a CCCT channel is the message. Therefore,
the message composition process is private, and no one, except for the author, is
able to see any message until it is posted through the communication channel.

As, The CCCT is a Groupware application that can be classified using to the
space/time classification matrix proposed in [10]. From the temporal perspective,
this application support both, synchronous and asynchronous work sessions. It
supports synchronous work sessions because it enables participants to exchange
messages in real-time. Besides, it supports asynchronous work sessions because
conversations are persistent to enable the analysis, review or continuation of
work sessions. From the space perspective, as the most of chat systems, CCCT
enables in-situ as well as geographical distributed conversations.

The extension to the classification proposed in [17] adds 3 new characteristics
to classify CSCW systems: Information sharing, Communication and Coordina-
tion. This application is a communication tool that supports the information
sharing by enabling participants to exchange documents and messages linked to
portions of these documents. Although it could be used as a coordination tool
(you can use this tool to schedule the next steps of a rehabilitation process); it
was not intended to play this role.

According to [20], there are two types of elements that are part of a com-
puter supported communication: the artifact and the prose. While the prose
expresses an observation textually, the artifact is the center, or the focus, of the
conversation. In CCCT, the role of the artifact is played by documents (such as
presentations, reports, images, etc.), and comments linked to document regions
play the role of the prose (i.e. messages).

3.1 The Contextual Chat Conference Tool User Interface

The Fig. 1 depicts the 5 interaction areas the CCCT user interface: the Artifact
Interaction Area (AIA), the Prose Review Area (PRA), the Prose Arte fact
Connection Area (PACA), the Prose Composition Area (PCA) and the Presence
Awareness Area (PAA).

The PAA provides participants with 2 interaction components: the user pres-
ence list, where participants see the rest of the participants’ state (Away, Busy,
On line, Free to chat, etc.), and the participant state selector where they set
their own state.

The PCA enables participants to compose the prose to be sent to the chat
conference channel. It also enables them to change the message font family, size
and color as well as set the bold and italic font attributes.
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Fig. 1. Contextual Chat Conference Tool user interface interaction areas

The PRA shows the messages sent by chat participants. When participants
click on a message, the reference to a message, or a document region, is displayed
accordingly.

The AIA displays the artifact of the conversation related to message obser-
vations. It consists of two parts: the document view area showing a document,
and the document selection area that enables participants to select the docu-
ment to be displayed on the document view area. This area renders documents
and marks, where a mark is mechanism to identify fragments of documents. The
type of mark depends on the media to be referred (i.e. text or image).

The application supports different types of media resources included in the
artifacts (i.e. documents); for instance, plain text and compositions of texts and
images. These resources are embedded into documents of different formats (ANSI
Plain Text [19], Graphics Interchange Format [5], Joint Photographic Experts
Group [8], Portable Network Graphic [26], Rich Text Format [3], Microsoft Word
format [13], Microsoft Excel [11], Microsoft PowerPoint [12] and references to
static HTML [25]).

Regarding messages, the CCCT enables chat participants to improve the
message expressiveness by setting the message text attributes, such as the font
family, size, colors, bold and italics styles.

Messages can be linked to a document, a region of a document or another
message. These links consist of 3 parts: the source, the reference link and
the target. While the source is always a chat message, which is defined when
the message is composed by the author, the target could be another message,
a document or a region of a document. The link reference is represented by a
line that binds both, the source and target elements.
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Fig. 2. Contextualized chat message samples

Some examples of marks on documents are exposed in Fig. 2. The Fig. 2(a)
shows a message bound to a text mark. If the target is a fragment of a document,
we employ a mark to set the limits of the region. Thus, we define 2 types of marks:
one-dimensional marks and two-dimensional marks.

One-dimensional marks enable chat participants to create lineal marks to
enclose parts or sets of lines. This type of mark is the most suitable to mark
paragraphs of text or parts of them (see Fig. 2(b). On the other hand, two-
dimensional marks enable participants to mark sections of documents as rec-
tangles. This type of mark is the most suitable to mark images (see Fig. 2(c)).
Finally, the Fig. 2(d) shows a message to message reference link, where the chain
of linked messages shows message marks.
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3.2 The Contextual Chat Conference Tool System Architecture

A client-server architecture is employed to implement the system. Clients enable
participants to exchange documents and messages linked to fragments of these
documents through 2 servers: the Document Converter Server (DCS) and the
Message Delivering Server (MDS).

While the MDS is in charge of delivering chat information among partici-
pants (messages, presence awareness, etc.), the DCS is in charge of delivering
documents to chat participants. Besides, as the client supports different docu-
ment formats, the DCS is in charge of converting all document formats to HTML
to allow the client to treat all documents homogeneously.

Before linking a message to a fragment of a document, participants have
to share a document. To share a document, the system executes 2 steps: the
document conversion step and the document dissemination step.

Document Conversion. The document conversion step is carried out by the
DCS. The Fig. 3 shows the document conversion process which starts when a
participant selects a document to share. Then, this document is sent to the
conversion service as the body of an HTTP [15] POST request.

The request is received by a Web service implemented using the Java Servlet
Technology [9], and it is stored to be processed in an Apache Tomcat [2] Web
server running on a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 [21]) operating system.

Once the document is stored, it is converted into HTML according to the
document format. Simple documents, such as ANSI text, PNG, GIF and JPG
files, are embedded into an HTML file. However, complex documents such as
Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint are converted to HTML files using the
COM API of native applications [22]. To use the COM API from the Java

Fig. 3. The document conversion and dissemination processes
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programming language, we have employed the JACOB (JAva COM Bridge)
API [1] which is based on the JNI [16] (Java Native Interface) technology.

Once the conversion process is finished, HTML files are published on the
HTTP server. The response to the request sent from the client contains the
URL of the HTML version of the document.

Document Dissemination. Once the document conversion process is finished,
the document dissemination process wraps the URL referring to the HTML
version of the document within a message, and it is delivered to the rest of the
participants through the MDS.

Although the document information is delivered as a message, this informa-
tion is not shown on the PRA. Instead, it is shown on the combo box that is
part of the AIA, where participants choose the document to manipulate in the
AIA canvas. Thus, participants are able to select the document from the combo
box, and any fragment of the selected document, from the AIA canvas.

The MDS is a Jabber server based on the eXtensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) [18]. This protocol allows the bi-directional communication
between the server and all clients using XML. The implementation employed to
deploy the CCCT is the Openfire [7].

To support the exchange of documents and message references, we have
implemented an extension of the XMPP.

The main advantage of the XMPP protocol is the capability to define message
extensions to enrich the information sent and received by chat participants.

The Fig. 4 shows the XML document sent by sender@server.com to the
room@server.com channel. The Fig. 5 shows the XML that is received by
receiver@server.com from the room@server.com. To extend the message contents
with extra information we employ the ’x’ tag. In order to process the ’x’ tag,
it defines the xmlns attribute which identifies the type of information that is
contained with the tag. The Fig. 6 shows an example of a message received by
receiver@server.com that uses a message extension to include information about
the time the message was sent because it was not delivered on time.

Therefore, we have defined message extensions using ’x’ tags to exchange
messages including links to documents, fragments of documents and messages.

Fig. 4. XML content of an XMPP message to be sent
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Fig. 5. XML content of an XMPP message received

Fig. 6. XML content of an XMPP message with extensions

The Fig. 7 shows a sample of a message extension that delivers the location
of the Testing.doc document that was converted to HTML and stored at the
http://localhost:8080/ConverterWEB/files/3/3/3.html. This extension is identi-
fied by the http://www.richard.org/docMessage XML namespace. It defines the
url, description and action nested tags.

Fig. 7. XML content of an XMPP message with a document extension

The url tag defines the location of the HTML version of the document.
The description tag contains information about the original version of the

document; for instance, it contains the document file name and the page
number of the document. This information is useful because most documents
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(PNG, JPG, GIF, Microsoft Word, etc.) are stored in single files; however, pre-
sentations in Microsoft PowerPoint and spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel are
stored in multiple files (one file for each slide/sheet). Therefore, as the mes-
sage format supports only one page for each message, the converter delivers as
many messages as HTML pages were the result of the conversion. As we have
mentioned before, the page number is part of the description of the message.

Finally, the action tag identifies the action of the message (i.e. add document,
remove document, update document). The only action that was implemented is
the add action. Conceptually speaking, the remove action is a dangerous action
to implement because if documents are removed, some messages could lose the
context of the document. Another alternative is removing documents jointly with
messages that are linked to these documents; however, if we remove messages
from the conversation, we lose the temporal context of the conversation messages
generating “holes” in the story. The situation regarding the update action is
similar to the remove action.

There are different types of message references. The Fig. 8 shows a sample
of a message extension to represent an image mark linked to a message. The
message that points to the mark is implicitly defined because the ’x’ tag is a
nested tag of the message tag that contains the message information.

The type of the mark is defined by the xmlns attribute which is set to ’jab-
ber:x:imageMark’. The reference tag defines the document in which the mark is
embedded by defining the url attribute that points to the URL of the document
being referred.

Fig. 8. XML content of an XMPP message with an image mark extension
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The anchor tag defines the color of the link between the mark on the docu-
ment and the message which is drawn on the PACA. In the example, the color
tag defines the red color by defining the r, g and b attributes to 0, 255 and 0
respectively.

The selection tag defines the image mark on the document. It requires four
nested tags to define the image mark characteristics. The background and fore-
ground tags define the background and foreground colors of the image mark using
the color nested tag in the same way as the anchor tag does.

As the application supports documents that have text interleaved with
images, the offset tag contains the information about the relative image position
within the text to identify the image.

Finally, the rectangle tag contains the information of the mark dimension and
position using the x, y, width and height inner tags.

The Fig. 9 shows an example of the message extension to represent text
marks. As in the image mark, the type is defined by the xmlns attribute, which
is set to ’jabber:x:textMark’.

The reference and anchor tags are defined as in the image mark. However, the
selection tag defines the start and end tags, instead of the rectangle and offset
tags to represent the beginning and the end of the text fragment that represents
the mark.

Fig. 9. XML content of an XMPP message with a text mark extension

4 Discussion

This section presents how the problems that motivated this work are tackled by
this proposal. Besides, it highlights the benefits of employing the CTTT applica-
tion instead of traditional systems/procedures in the development of eLearning
activities.

The discussion is presented from two different perspectives. On the one hand,
the user perspective describes the solution conceptually. On the other hand,
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the technological perspective presents the arguments that leaded the architec-
tural and technological decisions.

4.1 The User Perspective

From the user perspective, the lack of information regarding the learning activity
process (1) is a key issue to board when conversations are carried out using audio
and video conference systems. To cope with this situation, the system is based
on a chat conference system. The benefits of this approach are not only the
capability of searching or analyzing specific information in a text-based form,
CCCT is also capable of identifying the author of the information being shared.
Besides, as observations can be linked, a semantic network could be easily derived
from stored information to recreate the learning process.

The overhead of information (2) derived from the description of the artifact
in the observation to put it in context is an important issue to deal with in
traditional chat conferences because the extra information increases the message
composition time, and it makes the observation more difficult to discern from
the context information.

The integration of the document sharing and marking capabilities into the
chat conference tool enables participants to easily put messages in context. This
approach goes further and provides different marking capabilities according to
the media (text or image) to improve the expressiveness of the context. Thus,
this system reduces the message composition time and increases the precision of
the context description reducing the risk of misunderstandings.

Due the media nature in which the audio and video is manipulated, apart
from the problems (1) and (2), these communication medias do not allow chat
participants to focus their attention on 2 audios or videos at the same time (3).
However, the situation becomes more manageable when participants are dealing
with simultaneous chats.

There are some studies showing that the late-coming of participants occurs
very often depending on the participants’ culture. Therefore, it is important to
support the possibility of following two threads of conversation at the same time
as well as reviewing information that was already shared during the same or
different conversation sessions.

Chats seem to be the most suitable communication medium when partici-
pants join into a conference that is already in progress because they can follow
the actual thread of the conversation while reviewing previous messages and
documents in real-time. Another consequence of this approach, is the reduction
of information access time which makes the conversation smoother.

The use of different applications which are not coupled to manage observa-
tions and artifacts (4) leads to problems, such as the overhead of information
(2) and analysis difficulties (3). This approach integrates and relates observations
and artifacts into the same user interface to overcome this situation.

Modern document processors support comments on documents. Although
most of these comments do not distinguish between comments linked to texts
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from those linked to graphics, they provide a good mechanism to attach observa-
tions to artifacts. However, there is a lack of temporal awareness among observa-
tions (5) because comments are linked to the document structure instead of the
conversation structure. Consequently, the benefits of the improvement regarding
the overhead of information (2) and the difficulty to analyze conversations (3)
is diminished by an increment of the loss of information regarding the record of
the learning activity process (1) because the importance of what is being said is
as important as when it was said, particularly during a review process.

As this approach integrates both views, the temporal as well as the artifact
context, they are synchronized to provide a complete view of the conversation. As
word processors enable participants to “reply” comments with new comments,
observations can be easily related (6) improving the decision making process
analysis (1). This feature is also included in our proposal as links to other mes-
sages. Thus, message contexts are enriched with information from three different
sources: time, observation and artifact context information.

4.2 The Technological Perspective

From a technological perspective, our approach presents some advantages over
other alternatives. The first advantage is the low communication bandwidth that
is required by the system to work, compared to the amount of resources required
to process audio or video conference systems. This feature makes the system more
suitable in extreme situations where this resource is poor (i.e. mountains, isles,
forests, etc.)

The system deals with two types of processes: the document sharing and
the message exchange. As the document sharing process does not support the
document edition, the information to be provided does not change over the time;
therefore, a simple and worldwide-known stateless communication protocol, such
as HTTP, provides the most flexible solution to implement the DCS where Web
services are in charge of converting and publishing documents in HTML format
on the Internet.

The message exchange process requires extra information involving message
and participant states. To implement this requirement, we have chosen the
XMPP protocol to fulfill MDS requirements. As XMPP is an open standard,
there are many implementations and public servers, and the most of them, are
capable of playing the role of the MDS.

Finally, the XMPP requires a full duplex communication channel to keep
clients up to date. Although HTML 5 [28] provides messaging capabilities, they
are not are fully supported by some browsers. Therefore, we have employed Java
to develop the client application to implement a multi-platform solution.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a chat-based application to support CSCL activities in order
to improve the communication and the analysis of collaborative conversations
when the focus of these conversations are artefacts such as reposts, images, etc.
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The proposed solution is based on a chat conference system that integrates
observations with artefacts. It enables chat participants to link observations to an
artefact in a graphic way. As result of this action, users obtain: an improvement
of message understandings, a reduction of the message composition time, the
capability to focus on different threads of information at the same time, and the
introduction of 3 different types of context information into a message: tempo-
ral, conceptual and observational. The temporal context information defined by
the chat message sequence, the conceptual context information defined by links
between messages and the observational context information defined by the links
between messages, and the artefact which is the focus of the observation.

A usability evaluation based on heuristics was performed on this tool by usabil-
ity professionals which concurred in the good performance of the application.

Regarding future works, we are actually working on a new version of the tool
clients based on the HTML 5 [27] standard introducing the Web Messaging (or
cross-document messaging) API [28] to support message delivering. Besides, we
are working on supporting PDF documents which are becoming a standard on
the field. Finally, we are also working on the implementation of a mobile version
of the tool client in HTML 5 [27].
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